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Divergent Journeys:
Devils, Readers, and the Narrator's Art in
'pe Deuelis Perlarnent'
Gary D. Schmidt
Calvin College

I

n 1509, Wynkyn de Worde published a five -hundred-line poem
that he, in defiance of the poet's own suggestion that the piece be
called 'pe Deuelis Perlament' (l 490), entitled 'The Parliment of
Fyendys'. It would remain known by that title - ifit can be said to have
been known at all - for the next three centuries, when the Roxburghe
Club reprinted de Worde's text about 1820 for private distribution. ' A
wider audience would wait almost another half-century for Furnivall's
EETS edition in 1868. 2 But still ano ther century would pass before 'pe
Deuelis Perlamcnt' began to be taken seriously as a work of literary
moment, becoming the stuff of dissertation and analytical comment.3
The effect of five centuries of neglect has been stultifying; to deal
with this poem is to deal with a fossil most critics, by choice or simple
igno rance, have not bothered to unearth. Or is it to deal with the
damna tion of insignificance? This charge was levelled by Thomas
Wharton when he suggested in his History of English Poetry that the
poem was 'too minute to be formally considered in the series of our
poetry',' leaving it to his readers to puzzle out whether the poem was
'Wynkyn de W ordc, ed, The plyament of dt uylles, reprinted for Richard H eber, as
hi, contribution to Roxburghe Club, but never circulated, London, 1820(?). See the
Briti,h Museum Gmeral Catalogue of Printed Booh for the conjectured date. The poem is
listed as item #3 14 in J. Burke Sevcrs's A Manual of the Writi11gs in Middle English:
1050-1500 (Connecticut Academy of Arts and cicnces 1970) vol 2.
'Hymm to the Virgin and Christ, ed FrederickJ. Furnivall, EETS OS 24 (London
1867) pp 41-57. Furnivall prints the version in Lambeth Palace Library MS 853.
' Patricia Silber, 'An Edition of "l>c Deueli s Pcrlament"' (PhD diss, State
University of New York at Stony Brook 1975). Silber, like Furnivall, edits Lambeth
Palace Libra.ry MS 853.
'Thomas Wharton, l-liu ory of English Poetry from the Twelfth to the Clos, of the
Sixtu nth Century (London 1824) 3:34 n. In this edition, Wharton considers only that
ext edited by de W ordc; a revised edition of Wharton's text edited by W . Carew Hazlitt
(1871) considers also the editions of Julian Notary and Richard Faques (also Fakes),
though it accords the poem no more literary significance.
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'minute' because ofit length or because of its relative lack of importance;
the implication, especially to a reader who did not know the poem, was
that both applied.
Certainly at first glance to attack the artistry of this anonymous
poet of the early fifteenth century hardly seems difficult. The subject i a conventional one, and though the tale of Christ's life is told
from an unconventional point of view - that of the Devil - the poet
does not exploit that point of view in terms of the humor of the piece,
in terms of the poem's characterization, in terms of a potential for
skewing the events in the Devil's narration so as to show his unreliability as a narrator, in terms of investing the tale with a completely different kind of energy than the reader might have generally experienced.
The language is at times stilted, and, it would appear, so highly conventional as to imply a complete lack of poetic artistry on the part of the
poet.
Yet certai nly ' j:le Deuelis Perlament' was not a poem lightly dismissed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It exists in two fifteenthcentury manuscripts: L ambeth Palace MS 853 (c1430) and MS BL
Additional 37492 (1450-1500). In the early ixteenth century the poem
was printed by de Worde (1509), Julian otary (1520), and Richard
Faques (1521-1523).' A Jacobean manuscript, MS BL Additional
15225, sugge ts that the poem continued to enjoy so me popularity
into the seventeenth century;' this version was probably copied inro this
collection of ballads and songs from the de Worde edition, and it is the
only medieval work included in the manuscript. But such early interest
is often a poor indicator of how later centuries wiJI view a work.
Patricia Silber has sought to revive interest in this poem by arguing
that it is informed by the same kind of dramatic sense that informs the

'Copies of de Worde's text arc owned by the University Library, Cambridge, and
the Huntington Library. A eopy of otary's text lies among the Loscley MSS of the
Guildford Munimcnt Room. A copy of Faques's text is held at the Yale University
Library, the Beinecke Rare Book Collection. All three editions use frontispiece s that
show a curious lack of relevance to the poem itself. Those of de Worde and otary
depict the death of a man who is surrounded, on the one side, by devils and, on the
other, by angels and Christ. Faques uses the lurid scene of a man covered with £lames,
surrounded by devils and held behind the gates of hell. Though the p em's title might
suggest such a scene, neither image is actually germane to the poem.
' This version of the poem was printed by Hyder E. Rollins in hjs Old Engliih
Ballads, 1553-1625, Chiefly.from Mtmusrripts (Cambridge 1920) pp 384-404. For a discussion of MS BL Additional 15225 and its dating, sec C. W. Marx, Bibliographic
otes, 'The Devils' Parliament', The Library: A Quarterly joumal of Bibliography, 6th ser
2 Uunc 1980) pp 199-202.
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cycle plays.' She suggests that the poem antedates the plays and that it
might have been u ed in a recitative performance. Some of the parallels
that exist between the poem and the plays might be explained by a
pillaging of the recitative piece for the dramatic piece, and she adduces
evidence from the characteri zation of the devils in the plays to support
the conjectural pillaging. Silber concludes her argument by according the
poem's Devil the position of one of the language's first unreliable
narrator .
To seek in this work a poetic greatness - a deft handling of language, a fusion of form and substance, a sentiment ne'er so well expressed
- is to seek its merit in the wrong place, and one reason that the poem
has been con igned to the oblivion of the footnote is that it has been
asked to be something it is not. The originality of its poi nt of view has
perhaps led to expectations of originality in other areas of the poem's
construction, though a medieval artist will not necessarily prize originality.
At every turn one finds a movement towards the conven tion al, away
from the unconventional. And though this might be decried by a contemporary reader, it is actually at the heart of what the poet is attempting in 'pc Deuelis Perlament'.
Here is where Silber's argument - which has no direct support
and presupposes a chain of event that are not particularly likely meets a rather enormous difficulty. Aside from superficial similarities
ea ily explained by an appeal to cultural assumptions about characterization , the devi ls of 'l>e Deuelis Perlament' are striking not because
they are similar to those of the cycle plays, but because they are so different. They lack the rollicking bawdiness of the dramas, the scatological
obscenity, the coarse gestures; in short, they lack the animation of the
dramatic figures. Though it might be argued that the poet simply lacks
the kill to establish characterization of this kind, the tone and construction of the poem suggest something else: that the poet is interested in
using effects like those of the plays, but not in making those effects central to his poetic effort.
The poet i manipulating narration, but he is not in the position of
creating an unreliable narrator, as ilber suggest ; the narrational strategy
is much more complicated than that. Everything that Satan recounts is
true. There is no narrative distortion that the poet's audience must peer
through; that audience will readily recognize all of the events and their
implications. But wha t is striking is that Satan and his immediate
'Patricia ilber, '"The Dcuclis Perlamcnt": Poetic Drama and a Dramatic Poem',
Mtdiarualia 3 (1977) pp 215- 28.
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audience - the other devils who have gathered to listen to his counsel arc completely baffled by that which seems unutterably apparent. The
poet's narrative strategy suggests an increasing level of mystification
among the devils as the poem advances. Con currently, that strategy
also sugges ts th e reader's abso lutely clear-eyed vision of what is
goi ng on.
For Satan and his devils, this movement represents a journey from
ignorance to partial revelation and subsequent co nfusion to awarene s
and denial to absolute sclf-dclution . For the reader, the movement represents a journey from the unfamiliar to the absolutely conventional and
expected. For Satan and his companions, the end of the journey is
banis hmen t, expulsion from the matter of th e poem . For the reader,
the end is devotion. The poet's conscious handling of the simultaneous
journeys and his use of different narrative stances to provide the impulses
fo r those journeys mark this as much more than a 'minute' poem.
For what the poet has done here is to wed two very different traditions, albeit in an uneasy marriage. On th e one hand the poet has
employed clements of the rollicking, animated devils of the dreams; on
the other he has employed the stasis of the devotional lyric. The latter
tempers the fo rmer, so that the devils of this parliament are uncharacteristi cally still, al mo t sedate. But in contrast, the reader's stance in
th e devoti onal lyric, which is one of a viewer called to view actively a
static scene hrist on the cross, the sorrowing Mary, the wound of
Christ - is disturbed by making the narrator of such scenes not one
who is calling a reader to reflection and repentance, but a confused and
somewhat bewildered D evil.
The two gen res seem as if they would be exclusive, but in 'l>e
D euelis Perlament' there is not effective separation between the two.
T he poem is thus a hybrid, where the poet has fused the experience of
the actor-devils with the viewer-reader. It is an imperfect fusion , perhaps due to the co nflicting impulses of the two genres, leading to the
somewhat confused structure of the poem. But the poet uses that fusion
to craft a conventional character - Satan - into an unconventional
mode in order to have that character lead the reader into highly conventi onal responses which that narrator would not share. This is not the
Satan of lurid wall paintings or lewd miniatures; it is a Satan emasculated
and bewildered into playing a role similar to that of the narrator of a
devotional lyric.
The poem begins conventionally, establishing a speci fic temporal
setting - 'Whanne Mary was greet with G abriel / and had co nceyued
and boren a childc' (111-2) - though using an opening line ambiguous
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enough to allow for a heretical reading.' But instantly the poet shifts to
Satan, who accosts Hell's fiends, asking them to explain the advent of
this child. Baffled, the fiends cite prophecies about such a birth, though
confused by the meaning of those prophecies. When they conclude that
'we chulen ordeyne bi oon assent/ a priuey councell al of tresoun / and
clayme The u fo r oure rent' (11 29- 31), Satan decides that it lies with him
to capture Christ. The temptation in the wilderness follows, and
when the Devil is thwarted he laments, 'Alas .. . where has pou pat witt?'
(193).
Upon this defeat, the Devil calls a parliament, which is held 'in pe
myst' (I 98). To the assembled fiends he recounts the events of Christ's
life. Concentrating on the miraculous signs of Christ's identity, Satan
begins with the nativity, proceeds through the temptation again, through
the fir t miracles, to the transfiguration and crucifixion. This brings the
account to th e immediate present and elicits th e lament 'Ihesusis soule is
wente y woot not where / so priuely it dide from me passe' (11 233-4).
Almost at that word the fiends recognize that 'pe spiri t of him is now
hidi r come/ fo r to worchen us alle woo' (11 247-8).
The harrowing of hell follows, preceded by a strong affirmation by
Christ of his identity. A dispute with Satan leads to the Devil's claim
that he hopes to mount to heaven again. Christ rebukes him and Satan
is defeated. Thereupon the gates of hell open and the Old Testament
prophets, accompanied by John the Baptist, step out of hell into heavenly
bliss. Hell abuses the D evil for his weakness - 'To me pou art a
schrewide captayn, / a combrid wretche in cowardise' (11 395- 6} - and
atan returns the abuse, accusing Hell of not being able to retain the
prey that he had lured down.
Leaving Satan and Hell to murual acrimony, the narrator recounts
scene of Christ's resurrection appearances, the sending out of the disciples,
and the a cension. Following a description of the Virgin's assumption,
the poem concludes with an affi rm ation of the poem's title (I 490), a
devotional sentiment, and a prayer: 'Crist kepc us out of harmc and hate
I for pin Hooli pirit so special' (11 503-4).

'Unless otherwise ind ica ted , the text used throughout this piece is that of
Lambeth Palace MS 853. Silber argues that the opening line suggests that the poet is
already establishing ata n as the narrator, one who twists words and their apparent
meanings. 'Whanne Marye was greet with Gabriel' (1. 1), following this line of thought,
could be skewed to connote a less than doctrinal unders tanding of Gabriel's role in the
birt h of Christ. Such a rendering could be an answe r to the devils' questioning of Christ's
parentage. The poet could have chosen this route, but the opening is not meant to charmeriu: atan or his colleagues, for the lines arc not spoken by that cast of characters.
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For most of the poem, the narrative stance the poet constructs
keeps the reader's eye on Satan and the fiends as they react to the events
of hrist's life. Almost all that occurs in the poem - the notion of a
parliament, the use of dialect to establish character, the particular event
that are narrated - is traditional; it is the point of view that is striking.
The use of Satan's perspective allows the poet to exploit yet another conventional understanding: the failure of Satan to understand fully the
implications of Christ's identity until the harrowing, when it i too late.
This last traditional element of the tale is elevated to such a degree that
it becomes the central focus of the poem, a focus that established the
beginning point for the parallel journeys that atan and the reader will
undertake.
Both the reader and the devils begin at the sa me point in 'J>e
Deuelis Perlament', and the poet's skill here can hardly be overestimated.
'pc cloop is al of another hew' (I 24), complains one of the devils about
the mystery of Christ's identity, and his proverbial lament is at the
center of this poem's strength. By shifting point of view and employing
a novel narrator, by drawing his characterizations and tone from substantially different genres, by using the device of the parliament and
then unde rcutting the structure which that device seems to es tablish, the
poet has made the best-known story of the medieval western world
unfamiliar, or at least the reader can assume a stance of unfamiliari ty
with some ease.
The reader - or listener, for the poet intended this work to be read
'on pc first Sunday of clene Lent' (I 492) - is plunged very quickly into
unusual circumstances: a devilish rendering of the story of the Gospel .
The devils too are faced with the unusual circumstances: a child born of
an unknown fa ther; mystifying prophecies that foretell strange covenants
between God and man, covenants that evoke obscure foreshadowings;
a man of enormous spi ritual powe r despite the fac t that 'i n Adam's
grounde was he sowen' (I 36). The poet does not press hard enough to
make the reader identify with the devils - he blocks this by detailing
the devils' aggressive responses and stereotypin g their language but the reader finds the conventional devotional terrain cast und er
a strange light.
What the reader and the devils do wi th this unfamiliarity - or
what the poet has them do with it - is what invests the poem with its
meaning. Following their sheer ignorance, the devi ls will, in their
attempt to appre hend the momentous events occurring before them,
move to a startled unawareness, as though the fact that something might
be hidden from them suggests a new and fearfu l view of the cosmic
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hierarchy. From here they will rush towards the bastion of those who
fear what they cannot understand and cannot prevent: self-delusion in the
face of sheer fact. When the reality of that sheer fact becomes so overpowering that they cannot resist it, they turn to the final refuge: a simple,
stubborn, blind rejection of that which they wish not to believe. It is
this that leads to the poet's banishment of the devils from the poem's
conclusion.
For the reader, the progression is quite different. From the unusual
and unfamiliar the reader moves to something rather unexpected: a
retelling of the wilderness temptation and an account of the miraculous
life of Christ leading to the Passion and Harrowing. But the retelling
i not quite the usual formula; the Devil is narrating, and if this poem
were read to an audience at the beginning of Lent (there is no evidence
it ever was), then that audience might well have been surprised at the
choice of narrators. From here, though, the reader will eventually move
to a very conventional retelling of the Harrowing, with the stylized
voices of the prophets hanging weightily in the air at Hell's gates. The
final passage is almost excessively conventional, as though the poet
wishes to stress the familiarity of this terrain. The reader ends on a note
as expected as an eastern dawning.
To emphasize the divergence of the two journeys in the poem, the
poet mingles his genres. The poem begins with the establishment of a
parliament, a forum that gives a fair degree of order to the Devil's
inquiries. Borrowed from romance, the notion of a parliament carries
with it some degree of serious, structured debate. And though this is
undercut at times, for the most part the opening preserves the conventions of the parliament. By the conclusion, however, the devils'
experience has devolved into banality and comedy, and as the parliament's decorum breaks down under the battering of hell's harrowing, the
poet will draw from humorous and farcical dramatic traditions in
the final images of Satan. The reader's experience, however, is quite
different; the reader will end not in banality, but in the devotional lyric.
Throughout the poem the poet is at work maintaining the tension
between dramatic comedy and lyrical devotion, the tension that gives so
much force to this poem.
The first four lines of the poem are a clear narrative statement:
Whanne Mary was greet with Gabriel
and had conceyued and borcn a childe,
alle pe deuelis ofj)e eir, of erj)e, and ofhelle
helden per paralamcnt of pat maide mylde.
(ll 1- 4)
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The lines are spoken by an objective, neutral narrator who is using
exposition to establish a temporal setting, a cast of characters, and a
conflict. The tone is flat; these are simple statements of fact, and the
narrator makes no attempt to insert any kind of comment upon the
proceedings.
The narrator here is significantly different from the narrator that
will come in at the end of the poem. That narrator will be ironic, exhortative, and earnest as events are described for the reader. Here though,
the narrator holds down any potential emotion that might affect the tone
and, in addition, holds back information, so that this opening, which at
first seems so conventional, in fact begins to establish the un fami liar territory within which much of the poem will be played out. Mary, the poet
notes, is greeted by Gabriel, but other than the conjunction opening the
second line, there is no hint of the nature of that greeting. Mary conceives
and bears 'a childe' (I 2), not, as might be expected 'Ihesu', so that the poet
reveal neither the child's name nor his divine nature. The poet has u ed the
tone of the devotional lyric and the plot situation of the mystery drama .
As much as possible considering his audience, the poet is here
uniting the experience of the reader and the devils. The devils, confused
and ignorant, will initiate a parliament to debate the identity and nature
of that child whom they perceive to be a threat. The reader also finds
some details missing in this opening; it is not what might be expected,
given the substance of the lines. The poet's preservation of the child's
anonymity is the first indication of the poet's sophisticated union of the
genres that inform the poem .
The next section of the poem chronicles the discussion benveen the
Devil and lesser devils, a discussion that wiU lead to the temptation in
the wilderness scene. This section too begins with a complex narrative
stance:
What man made her wombe to swelle)
To tempten hir pe tenden to secldc.
Her childis fudir who can telle?
Who dide with hir j)o werkis wielde?
(ll 5-8)
The e four somewhat bawdy, irreverent questions come from no explicit
questioner, and the first reading implies that they come hugger-mugger
from a group of devils, who are gathering together to hold the parliament.
The brevity and rapidity of the questions suggests a confused rabble, each
devil vying to be heard in a kind of panic welter.
In fact, however, the next line abruptly negates the implications
posed by the absent narrator by establishing atan as the questioner: 'In
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Helle pc fecndis poo answcridc' (I 9). The poet thus has it both ways:
there is the suggestion of a confused crowd as well as the establishing of
atan's character. For throughout this poem, Satan is always on the edge
of knowledge, though here he is on its far edge: he is truly un aware of
the implicati ons of the birth, and the bawdy stance is bravado, convering
the concern that is already beginning.
For the next thirty lines the devils, in reponse to Satan's inquiries,
recount what they do know about the birth, and here follows the unusual
narrative device of having devi ls proclaim the O ld Testament prophecies
that arc expected in both the mysteries and medieval religious lyrics. 'W e
knew neuere fadir pat he haddc, / but amongis prophetis we haue lee rid /
pat God with man hap couenaunt maade' (II 10- 12), acknowledge the
devils, and though they can list the sign of the covenant, they cannot
under rand its meaning. 'pese prophetis speken so in myst / what pei
mentc we neuere knewe' (II 16-17); the repetition of 'neue re knewe'
suggests thei r bewilderment, and the 'myst ', here used as a metaphor,
will be used later in a less abstract sense to sugges t the ex tent of
their bewilderm ent. Confused because 'Marie's sone hi3te lhesu' (I 20)
instead of 'Crist', and because the Christ was prophesied to be part of
the god head 'but pi s Ihesu neucrc in pe godheede grew' (122), the devils
conclude that 'W e ben bigilid alle wip oure lyst' (123).
T hi s is an honest assess ment and it does show some aware ness of
the ign ificance of the 'ch ilde', of the fact that some movement ha been
made towards fulfilling a covenant. But it is significant that that honesty
leads not to greater self-awareness, but to a deter minatio n to act in the
face of ignorance. They will 'clayme Ihesu for oure rent' (I 31), fo r he is
a man no matter what his name might be:
[F]or pou3 he be come of straunge seed
3it in Adam's grounde was he sowne.
Whanne he is ripe do we oure dedc.
Loke we pat we him bope repe and mowen.
(U 35-8)

This extended harve ting metap hor i typical of the devils' speech, dominated by fol k sayings and diction. But the metaphor also suggests the
response of the devils to those things that lie outside th eir perceptions:
they subordinate the mysterious, supernatural elements of Christ's birth
to the natural elements they presume they can control - ' it in Adam's
grounde was he owen'. The temptation scene will demonstrate the usele snes of that kind of dichotomy.
In the contex t of th eir ignora n ce, or perhaps despite their
ignorance, the devils ma ke an as toni shi ng claim : '[F]or pou3 God
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himsilf oure rollis redc, / bi ri3t we chalenge lhesu for oure owne
(U 39- 40); MS BM Additional 37492 reads more directly: 'Be ry3t lesvs
ys owre owyn'. Line 39 suggests a kind of arrogance, for despite their
acknowledgment of th eir inabili ty to hide their parliament from the
knowledge of God, the devils assert their presumed prerogatives. But line
40 suggests the beginnings of self-delusion, a state the devils will enter
into fully by the end of the poem . Ignoring the signs of Christ's birth,
ignoring the prophecies, which are, admittedly, shrouded in 'myst', the
devils fas ten onto the one element of Christ's birth they can understand
and they elevate it to primary importance. According to th at single
element, Christ is their own by righ t. Their self-delusion comes in their
unwillingnes to recognize that this single element is not the only one at
play here.
This assertive postition leads to Satan's response, and for the first
time he acknowledges himself as the 'Maistir D euel' (I 41 ). Determining to tempt Christ, Satan proclaims confidently that
.. . !Jou3 !Jat he be neuere so wijs
3it out of !Je wey y wole him lcde
and make of him bo e fool and nyce
and in Helle his soule brede.
(11 45-8)

To 'brede' here refers in one sense to the process of roasting or broiling
(The Oxford English Dictionary cites the text from de Worde's edition as
an illustrative quote). But it also refers back to the harve ting metaphor
used just a few lines earl ier, connecting Satan to the others' line of
thought. More significant, though, is Satan's acceptance of his minions'
assess ment. '[O]ut of pc wey y wole him lede', he claims, but this as ertion smacks of vain confidence. H e too neglects the su pernatural in favor
of the natural, assuming that he can do to Christ what he can do to any
other man, 'pou3 pat he be neuere so wijs'. atan will be loathe to give
up this position, though events will give lie to it.
In following this section, the reader has been aware of the implications of the quoted prophecies and has most probably not fallen into the
trap of anticipating that Satan will successfully tempt Christ and 'in
Helle his soule brede'. And in this awareness, the reader has begun the
divergent journey. The devils have, in the face of the unfamiliar, chosen
to act in way that will only increase their ignorance. The reader, despite
the point of view of the narrator, has already begun to recognize and
affi rm familiar elements in the story, though they might be beclouded by
'myst'. T he narrative stance will, by the end of the poem, completely
burn off that 'myst' for the reader.
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At the temptation scene, the poet maintains a distance between
the experiences of the reader and the devils by increasing the pace at
which the devils move, both consciously and unconsciously, to their final
confusion at the Harrowing. The 'Maistir Deuel' begins the temptation
scene already perplexed: ' pe Maistir Deuel wondir pou3te / of Ihesu's
stalworpe complexioun' (II 57-8) but initi ates the three temptations
nonetheless. The isolation in which his monologue is carried out suggests
the uncertain position of the Devil, who is unwilling to report his failure
and bafflement to the parliament; later, he will couch his failure in terms
that will hide his own inabilities. In the monologue he expresses his own
wonder at Christ's resistance to temptation, yielding a kind of grudging
admiration for a strength that exceeds his own, although he is unable to
perceive the source of that strength. And his ignorance is balanced by
the growi ng fami liarity of the terrain for the reader, for despite the
unlikely narrator, the six stanzas on the wilderness temptation are a
rather conventional retelling of the story, with no surprises offered by
a unique narrative perspective.
But underneath a conventional recounting comes anothe r level of
meani ng. A reader might expect Satan as narrator to record his own
reactions, but these are not recorded. When Christ rejects the temptation of turning stones into bread, using a kind of diction foreign to the
devils - 'forsope' (I 65), 'verrili' (I 66), 'propir lyuyng' (1 66) 'coumfortynge' (I 68) - Satan shows no reaction at all but rushes to a description of his next strategy: 'Vpon an hi3 pinnacle panne y him brou3t' (1 69).
The same lack of reponse occurs after the failure of the temptation at the
temple (though atan himself never identifies the site of the pinnacle).
At this point - the beginning of the third temptation - the narrator breaks into Satan's monologue. It is significant that the narrator
specifically records the re ponses of the Devil, for he is using his narrative
stance to insert an appraisal of the situation that the Devil cannot provide. 'pc Deuel', the narrator suggests, 'sip is myght not geyn; / of lhesu
his purpos he gan mys' (II 81-2). And while it seems that this should
have led to a new kind of understanding and approach on the part of
atan, instead he enters into the first real beginning of self-delusion: he
continues the temptation with no significant change in strategy, almost
forcing himself to disbelieve the fact of Christ's 'stalworpe complexioun'.
When Christ, invoking the memory of Satan's fall from heaven,
demands 'Go, Sathanas' (I 89), the 'Maistir Deuel' fully recognizes that
he has been defeated, and he acknowledges that defeat: 'pi conclusioun
so soore me knyt, / I abood neuere so scharp a schour' (II 95- 6). Here is
atan's first absolutely honest observation in the temptation scene, and
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significa ntly it is spoken to Christ, though it remai ns in the context of
Satan's monologue. The implication here is that Satan has come to a
kind of understanding. The fulcrum of the rest of the devil scenes,
however, is that Satan will not act upon th is knowledge, nor will he
communicate it to the parlia ment. Consequently, the next scene - the
second parliament - will be dominated by superficial knowledge tainted
by a sometimes deliberate misunderstanding and ge neral ignorance.
The narrator's announcement of that parliament is set in significant
terms: 'pe deuelis gadriden per greet frame / and heelden per perlament
in pe myst' (II 97-8). T he reference to 'myst' suggests a physical state
t hat implies a spiritual state: the devils are beclouded by their ignorance.
The mist also refers back to the devils' assessment of the prophets (I 17),
again emphasizing thei r lack of discernment. So the two-line opening
sets the tone for the enti re parliament, a tone of rising panic. For the
devils know that 'Oon woldc rifle us at hame / and gaderc pc flour out of
ourc grys t' (II 99-100), but they are unable to do more than to articulate
thei r fea r in colloquial sayi ngs. Satan, meanwhile, is res tricted to cstablishjng the grounds for his own failure by emphasizing Christ's strength
and the inexplicable wonders that surround his life.
For the reader all is becom ing more and more conventional and
expected. D espite Satan's motivation fo r this recounting, the episodes
t hemselves are familiar either through the Gospel accoun ts or through
Christian folklo re. A reader of fifteen th-century popular life of Christ
would expect to find precisely what is found here. T he poet has subver ted the authority of Satan as a narra tor, fo rcing his narration to
convey ignorance to one audience and religious devotion to another
T he events Satan chooses to recount function in this same regard;
each is meant as a significant and mearungful sign to one audience but is
indecipherable to the devils. Satan speaks of the witness of the angels, who
'glorie gan relic/ in erpe to al mank.indc bope pees and rest' (ll 119-20). He
recounts miracles seen in Rome, the prop hecy of the Cumcan
Sybil, the journey of the three kings, who themselves fo llowed a sign:
'e Ii tnyngc of a stcrrc' (I 133). Satan's response is to destroy what he cannot
understand.
panne y counceUid Eroud withinne a while
to distroie pe former prophesie,
... all men-children in towne and pile
to slee, pat l hesus myght with hem die.
(11137- 40)

But Satan laments, God 'knew my pou3te and sip my gi le; / y myght not
hide me from hi s Y3e' (II 143- 4). This lament not only establishes
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a dichotomy between the knowledge of God and the ignorance - or
ineffecrual guile - of Satan; it also gives the lie to the devils' earlier boast
that they would seize Christ 'pou3 God himsilf oure rollis rede' (I 39).
ata n's conclusion stresses his ignorance and for the first time
establishes the real source of that ignorance: 'I n werkis he is God, in paroone a man;/ lijk to him y neuere noon knewe' (ll 197-8). Here Satan
stumbles over a point of doctrine the medieval reader would recognize
and affirm, particularly at the season of Lent: the union of the mortal
with immortal. And Satan continues to respond aggressively as he had
responded after the ativity: 'To Jette pe prophesie soone y went; / pe
lewis to slee Ihesu y 3af hem chois' (11 209-10).
When Satan recogn izes his strategical error, he attempts to stop
the crucifixion, wailing that 'If he die on pe roode we schul be schent'
(I 211), a point about the Passion that a medieval reader would affi rm,
though with a different tone. When the crucifixion does take place, Satan
again emphasizes those signs that point to Christ's narure, noting that
because of their potency, 'my mynde failid, y loste my si3te, / I nyste how
soone y came per vndir' (11231-2). This failure of mind is emphasized by
an admission by Satan: 'Ihesus-is soule is wente y woot not where / so
priuely it dide from me passe' (11233-4).
Here it seems is the final ignorance, and perhaps a lesser poet
would have left it at that until Christ's revelation of his nature at the
Harrowing. But this poet includes an orthodox affirmation to which all
the signs have been pointing and which the reader is moving towards,
which a reader might indeed expect, though not from this narrator.
'Whanne his herte was pirllid with a spere', Satan notes, 'panne wyste y
wee) who he was' (IJ 235-6). The reader might have expected these lines
from the centurion or the blind Longinus, but neither are mentioned.
evertheless, it is the same sign that brings knowledge to the Devil as
to Longinus, though still the Devil will structure his admission so as to
avoid any direct identification.
T his point of revelation ends Satan's monologue. Though both
Furnivall and Silber attribu te the next eight lines to him, this makes
sense on ly if one assumes that the poet differentiates the persons of
Lucifer and Satan (which is unlikely, si nce the poet uses those names
interchangeably during the Harrowing) and if one assumes that Satan is
rebuking himself in line 246. The change in pronoun from y in line 236
to we in line 237, the insertion by the narrator in line 245 ('anne seide
Lucitfer anoone') at the end of the eight lines, and the change in tone
suggest instead that these lines are spoken by the collected devils, who
assert that they will defeat Christ should he come against them:
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For if j)at he wole hidit come,
we schulen foonde euerychoon,
alle togidere boj)e hool and some
to teer him from j)e top to j)e toon.
(11241-4)

MS BM Additional 15225 and de Worde's edition are even more
aggressive: 'and tere of hym bone from bone'. This recalls Satan's own
aggressive responses during Christ's life; it also recalls the unsubstantiated confidence of the devils at the beginning of the poem. But wherea
Satan had earlier supported that confidence, here in the face of his
new understanding, he has a decided ly different response: 'It is bur
waast to speken so; / pe spirit of him is now hidir come / for to worchen
us alle woo' (11 246- 8). Satan is resigned to defeat, though he will
not acknowledge this outside the context of the parliament. During
the Harrowing, he will move into self-delusion despite his earlier
understanding.
One of the ways in which the devils might say that Christ has
come 'for to worchen us alle woo' is the relief of their narrative stance.
From the beginning of the Harrowing until the end of the poem, the
devils will neve r again dominate the narrative, and even the poet's use of
their point of view will, for the most part, be over. With their defeat
comes the defeat of their narrative stance and the elevation of the kind of
familiar recounting of the Harrowing and resurrection appearances a
medieval reader might expect. The narrator will order the speeches with
short introductory phrases, Satan will speak only in response to the
longer speeches of Christ, and the narrator will supply the lines that
depict action. This dramatic shift in narrative stance signals the poet's
growing interest in the devotional aspects of his material and their
effects upon his audience.
The entire emphasis of the harrowing scene is not so much on the
actual harrowing as it is on the revelation of the deity of Christ, a revelation working, on one level, to dismay the devil characters of the poem
and, on another level, affirming doctrine and inspiring devotion in the
reader. When Christ demands entrance, the devils respond with the
reference to Psalm 24 which the medieval reader would anticipate: 'Who
is pc king ofblis 3ou doost of telle? / Wenest pou to make us alle agaste?'
(11 255- 6). This defiance, reflecting a kind of self-delusion, comes from
the gathered company of devils, and not from Satan himself; who has
already conceded that such defiance is wasteful.
Christ's reply is aimed at precisely the point Satan could not comprehend: the union of the mortal with the immortal. First he affirms his
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deity: 'Strong God and king of myght, / I am lord and king of blis'
(11 257-8). This identification as God is something that will later be
affi rmed by the narrator at the moment of the harrowing - 'God took out
Adam and Eue ful euene' (I 357) - and by the rescued souls - '''Aha",
seide Adam, "my God y se" ' (1 361). And afte r having established this
element, Christ moves to establish his human nature as well as his place in
the trinity:
For y pe soule oflhesu Christ am come hider,
witnes erof my body in erpe liep deed,
and pc Holi Goose with pe soulc togidcr
pat ncucre schal pane from pc godhede.
(11265-8)
This is the answer to the early bewilderment of the devils, who could not
understand the prophecy that 'Crist with God schulde be atwist', despite
the fact that '):>is lhesu neuere in J:>e godhede grew' (11 21-2). And as if to
affi rm this identity, Christ refers to the fallen state and lost bliss of the
devi ls, a story that an ordinary mortal would not be privy to.
For the reader, this focus upon identity has been of a piece with
the rest of the poem. The signs the reader has recognized, even in
unfa miliar terrain, are complete and from the harrowing on the narrative
stance yields nothing that is not conventional. The two journeys - that
of the devils from ignorance to self-delusion and that of the reade r from
the unfamiliar to the conventional - are completely separate now. The
fact that the narration ha s brought the reader to the point where
the same lines carry confusion to the devils, and doctrine and devotion
to the reader, suggests the poem's subtle yet unwavering attention to the
balancing of the devotional and broadly comic elements of the narrative.
After the harrowing, the narrator's presence becomes more and
more dominant, as the narrator begin to take up his function as an ulti mate revealer, a function he has, until this time, abrogated. The next
stanza, setting the scene in hell following the harrowing, is the first one
in the poem where the narrator alone has been present. Here he includes
not only narrative information - establishing the setting and dramatic
situation - but al o uses rhetorical contrasts and ironic commentary to
prepare the reader for the final devil scene.
This final scene is a confrontation between a personified hell and
atan; it is, for atan, the final descent into self-delusion. Hell reproves
atan for his cowardice in battle, and Satan retorts that since the beginning of the world he has brought many kinds of men, great princes as
well as 'J:>e false, foolis and J:>e wise' (1 400). He goes on to say that Hell
would have been greatly worshipped had it been able to restrain Christ:
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'I brou3te pee bope God and man in fere; / whi were pou so nyce to leete
him go?' (ll 403-4). Despite all the revelations, despite all the solid evidence of what he has just witnessed, Satan in unable or unwilling to
overcome the self-delusion at the core of his character. His belief that he
was responsible for Christ's appearance and that there was a real chance
for him to be challenged - whether Satan earnestly believes this or is
using it as a defense - demonstrates the final point to which his journey
has taken him. The poet includes this scene not for comic relief or
dramatic contrast alone, but as the fulfillment of the implications established at the beginning of the poem.
Not all the devils are so deluded; at least one recognizes the meaning that the harrowing holds for them . Beelzebub notes that 'it is to us
no bote to stryue with him. / Whanne pe dreedful doome is come and
paste, / oure eendeless pcyne is panne to bigyne' (11 414-6). With this
last accurate and honest observation, the devi ls are dispelled from the
poem and the narrator takes over as the dominant voice. And with them
goes the last vestige of terrain even mildly unfamiliar to the medieval
reader.
When the narrator turns to the post-resurrection appearances of
Christ, concen trating once again upon sight and revel ation, he has
divurged completely from the dramatic potential of the devils; the rest is
conventional religious lyric:
At J:>e dreedfol doom wij:>out lesing
boJ:>e qvycke and deede J:> ere schal he deme.
God 3eue us grace in oure lyuynge
to serue oure God and Marie to qwecme.
(U 461-4)

The exhortatory tone will dominate the rest of the poem, and the
encouragemen t to righ t living will comprise the substance around which
the tone plays.9
At the end of the poem, the narrator a serts his presence and even
his stance: ' ow schal y telle with ful good cheere' (I 473), he notes as
he begins the accou nt of the Assumption. He even begins to identi~•
himself with the poet, stepping out of the persona as a constructed
narrator: 'is song pat y haue sunge 3ou heere / is clepid "pe Deuelis
'It is undoubtedly this exhortatory matter that led to the inclusion of this poem
in Lambeth MS 853, which principaUy contains prayers, petitions, lyric hymns , and
exhortatory warn ings of pending judgment. Though Furnivall called it 'a jolly little
Manuscript' (p v), the tone and character of the poems hardly express jollity. In its tone,
'l>c Dcuclis Perlament' recalls that of the harrowing lyric of Harley 2253, where Satan
also plays a large speaking role.
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Perlament"' (11 489-90). This direct address reflects the final change in
narrative stance, where the narrator consistently reinforces the devotional
aspects of the poem. 'pere ben no triflis in pis tale' (I 498), the narrator
insists, and though this may not be completely true as far as the substance of the poem, it is, from the narrator's end, presumably, the poet's
point of view, quite the case.
All the stances that call for narrative information, ironic commentary, characterization, or transition are abandoned by the poem's end.
Alternate narrators, including Christ himself, are put aside. All 'triflis'
have been eliminated. The plot situations are completed and concluded.
Even the distinctions between the narrator and the poet are blurred, if
not erased. What remains is an intensely personal narrative voice invoking stock phrases to speak directly to a reader. For the reader, the parliament of devils has led not to a rollicking account of damnation, but to a
petition to devotion.
1n the end, the structure of 'pe Deuelis Perlament' suggests that for
this poet - and perhaps for the age - the boundaries between genres
are loose. Motifs migrate freely. And that migration brings with it the
possibility for using conventional motifs - and expected reponses - in
unconventional ways. To use a devil to proclaim the gospel in order to
inspire devotion on the first day of Lent calls for such a mingling of
genres, a creative balancing of contradictory impulses. Therein lies the
refutation to Wharton's charge.

